


In the questions given, each 

statement has been divided into 

four fragments, one of which may 

contain an error. You are to mark 

the fragment containing the error as 

your answer. If no fragment has an 

error, mark E as your answer.



Commissions of Inquiry are often seen 

as tools to manage public perceptive 

about lapses on the part of the state 

whenever an untoward incident takes 

place.

1. are often seen as tools 

2. to manage public perceptive 

3. about lapses on the part of

4. the state whenever 

5. No correction required



We have developed a catalyst, a solid material that 

helps to converting matter from one form to another 

just as nature would but much faster.

1. We have developed a catalyst 

2. that helps to converting matter from 

3. another just as nature

4. would but much faster 

5. No correction required



Directions: Each question contains 

three statements, one or more of 

which may not be 

grammatically correct. You are 

required to identify the incorrect 

statements from the options given 

below and mark that as your 

answer.



I. Chief Minister and thousands of people from Andhra 

will demonstrate to special status for the state.

II. This poses a big question on the country’s federal 

structure.

III. The AAP leader pointed out how the Centre 

had the Anti-Corruption Branch of the Delhi

government seize by paramilitary forces.

1. Only II 

2. Only I and III 

3. Only II and III 

4. Only III 

5. All are correct



I. The IMF has pressed Pakistan to 

improve tax revenue collection.

II. Pakistani rupee had depreciated by 30 

percent again the U.S. dollar.

III. Pakistan’s credit rating were 

downgraded by S&P, which cited 

diminished growth prospects.

1. Only II 

2. Only I and II 

3. Only II and III 

4. Only III 

5. All are correct



I. The Rafale issue was raised before the Supreme 

Court, which did not find any substance in the 

allegations.

II. Finance Secretary is only a designation given to

the senior most secretary in the finance ministry.

III. Under the original proposal, 18 warplanes were 

to be procured in a fly-away condition.

1. Only II 

2. Only I and II 

3. Only I and III 

4. Only III 

5. All are correct



I. Chabahar port enjoy special strategic status 

and is the gateway to Afghanistan.

II. We must translate these good intentions into 

actions.

III. We need some drivers and incentives in 

much areas such as biotechnology, IT and so 

on.

1. Only II 

2. Only I and II 

3. Only I and III 

4. Only III 

5. All are correct



I. There should be special places in hell for those 

which promoted Brexit.

II. The reason May’s plan failed was her effort to 

avoid any possibility of a hard border.

III. A soft border was an essential feature of the 

agreement that ended 30 years of terrorist 

violence.

1. Only II 

2. Only I and II 

3. Only I and III 

4. Only I

5. All are correct



In the question below, there is a 

word given which is followed by 

five options. In each of the 

options, a pair of words is given 

which is either the pair of 

synonyms or antonyms or 

synonym and antonym of the 

word given in bold. Choose that 

pair as your answer.



DECIPHER

1. Introvert: Intentional 

2. Interpret: Distort 

3. Mocking: Taunting 

4. Rash: Sudden

5. None of the above



BAROQUE

1. Desolate: Sterile 

2. Florid: Gilt 

3. Insane: Batty 

4. Erotic: Coarse

5. None of the above



In each of the following questions a 

sentence is given with some part of 

it marked in bold. You have to 

identify the option that would replace 

the bold part and make the sentence 

contextually and grammatically 

correct. If no correction is required, 

then mark option 'E' as your answer.



Both GoI and states need to enhance the quality of their 

association with industries enabled quick skilling of young 

job seekers; today‘s jobs crisis is tomorrow‘s social crisis.

1. with industries to enable quick skilling young job 

seekers

2. with industries to be enabled quick skilling of young job 

seekers

3. with industries to enable quick skilling of young job 

seekers

4. with industries enabling quick skilling young job seekers

5. No replacement required 



The water had been running for 

five minutes before she turned it 

off.

1. have been running

2. is running

3. had run

4. was running

5. No replacement required



And if advanced economies such as the UK and 

Italy are struggling to cope with poor economic 

policies, the consequences worse for those 

emerged markets that believe that they can spend 

their way to economic growth.

1. worse for those emerged markets that believe

2. worse for those emerging markets believe

3. worse for those emerging markets that believe

4. worse for those emerging markets that believe

5. No replacement required



Terrorism is a hard problem to counter. 

Only a zero-tolerance approach works. To 

that extent, all our homegrown terror 

apologists should have been condemned.

1. has been condemned

2. is been condemned

3. should be condemned

4. must have been condemned

5. No improvement required



The unhealthy “development” is actually a realistic 

reflection on how society is dividing so that 

everyone’s bona fides are now suspect, and 

members of minority communities are constantly in 

requirement of 

re-prove their national credentials.

1. how society has been divided, required to

2. how society has divided, requiring to

3. how society could be divided, require to

4. how society is being divided, required of

5. No correction required.



In each of the questions given below, four words 

are given in bold. These four words may or may 

not be in their correct position. The sentence is 

then followed by options with the correct 

combination of words that should replace each 

other in order to make the sentence grammatically 

and contextually correct. Find the correct 

combination of words that replace each other. If 

the sentence is correct as it is, select 5 as your 

option.



Workers have broken out (A) of Apple's largest 

iPhone assembly factory in China after a Covid 

outbreak which forced (B) staff to lockdown at 

the workplace. Video shared online showed 

about 10 people jumping (C) a fence outside 

the plant, owned (D) by manufacturer Foxconn, 

in the central city of Zhengzhou.

1. Both A-D and B-C

2. Only A-D

3. Only B-D

4. Both A-C and B-D

5. No swapping is required



Russia failed to hunts for (A) Ukrainian 

computer systems with a massive cyber-

attack when it invaded (B) this year, 

despite many analysts' predictions. The 

work of a little-known arm (C) of the 189 

US military which take down (D) 

adversaries online may be one reason.

1. Both A-D and B-C

2. Only A-D

3. Only B-D

4. Both A-C and B-D

5. No swapping is required



Rishi Sunak's government has missed 

(A) legally binding targets aimed at 

setting (B) pollution and restoring nature. 

The government said its 31 October 

deadline for curbing (C) targets to 

improve water, air and wildlife would be 

delayed (D).

1. Both A-D and B-C

2. Only A-D

3. Only B-D

4. Both A-C and B-D

5. No swapping is required



In the following question, a sentence is given with 

FOUR wordsmarked as (M), (N), (O) and (P). 

These words may or may not be placed at their 

correct

places. Four options with different arrangements of 

these words have been provided.

Mark the option with the correct arrangement as 

the answer. If no rearrangement is

required, mark option (E) as your answer.



The (M)mass of the (N)tool of people 

moving their lives more or less online 

with the (O)convergence of social 

media as a dominant communication 

(P)rise spells exactly the opposite.

1. OMPN

2. NPOM

3. MPON

4. PMNO

5. No replacement required



While we continue to conduct and compile 

research on the (M)forms of various 

(N)technologies of media and interactive 

(O)results on both adults and children, 

(P)impacts are inconclusive.

1. OMPN

2. NPOM

3. MPON

4. PMNO

5. No replacement required



Mindfulness also involves (M)nature of the 

restorative (N)humanity of the natural

world; for millions of years (O)cognizance has 

evolved and flourished through being

immersed in (P)power.

1. OMPN

2. NPOM

3. OPNM

4. PMNO

5. No replacement required



We need to eat organic food whenever 

possible, (M)practice in a regular program of 

exercise, and (N)engage relaxation and 

meditation techniques daily; we need to 

(O)shake intimate moments with family and 

friends—moments in which we (P)share hands 

and share hugs.

1. OMPN

2. NPOM

3. NMPO

4. PMNO

5. No replacement required



Around 80% of the (M)benchmark 

approved by the (N)targets in 2021 

were aligned with the (O)firms of 

holding global temperature rises to 

1.5ºC above pre-industrial (P)times.

1. OMPN

2. NPOM

3. NMPO

4. NOMP

5. No replacement required



You _____ have thanked him for _____ 

his help.

1. Must, Negligible

2. Would, Needful

3. Should, Timely 

4. Better, Immense

5. Often, Great



THANK  

YOU


